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HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2. 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT / CASE 

IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE, TEZPUR, SONITPUR 

Present: N.J. Haque, LLM, AJS 

Civil Judge 

Tezpur, Sonitpur 

30th September’ 2019 

Money SUIT NO. 16/2016 

Smt. Aijoni Tanti 
Wife of Late Keshab Tanti 
Resident of Serelia 
PO- Serelia, PS- Behali 
District – Sonitpur, Assam 
   ---- Plaintiff      

  -Vs.- 

Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. 
Tezpur Branch 
Himatshingka Building 
N.T. Road, Tezpur 
District – Sonitpur, Assam 
    ----- Defendant 

Sri Sunil Kumar Keshri 
Son of Ram Das Keshri 
Resident of Nazbor 
PO- Bedeti 
District – Sonitpur, Assam 
   ----- Proforma Defendant 

This is a suit for recovery of 
Rs.3,23,150/- against the defendant 
with due interest and other charges. Suit 
is valued at Rs.3,23,150/- Ad-valorem 
Court fees of Rs.5107/- paid.  

 
And the suit came up for final hearing on 06-09-2019, in presence of following 
advocates :  
Ld. Advocate appeared for the plaintiff           : - Mr. S. C. Acharya 

Ld. Advocate appeared on behalf of defendant: - Mr. J. Sundi / Mr. S. Mishra 
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JUDGMENT  

PLAINTIFF’S CASE 

1. Plaintiff’s case appears to be in a narrow campus is that the husband of the 

plaintiff Keshab Tanti purchased a vehicle from Mahindra and Mahindra Co. 

Ltd. and he insured the vehicle bearing registration No.AS-12E/4506 (Bolero 

Pick Up) with defendant Oriental Insurance Company Ltd., Tezpur Branch for 

period from 13-09-2013 to 12-09-2014 vide policy No.321202/31/2014/3136. 

That said Keshab Tanti died on 07-08-2014. That said vehicle was the only 

source of income of the husband of plaintiff, Late Keshab Tanti. Keshab Tanti 

was an ailing person and most of the time he remained sick and so he was 

unable to use the vehicle for commercial gain and therefore he could not 

repay the installments of the said vehicle from time to time to the Mahindra 

and Mahindra Co. Ltd. That owning to that reasons, the husband of the 

plaintiff, Late Keshab Tanti decided to give the said to Sri Sunil Kumar Keshri 

so that he could use the vehicle for commercial purposes and also repay the 

remaining installments of the said vehicle to Mahindra and Mahindra Co. Ltd. 

Accordingly, Keshab Tanti gave the said vehicle to Sri Sunil Kumar Keshri and 

executed an agreement on 29-06-2011 and Sunil Kumar Keshri has been 

using the said vehicle for commercial purpose and he was also paying the 

instalments of the said vehicle from time to time to Mahindra and Mahindra 

Co. Ltd. That on 06-06-2014 the said vehicle was stolen by unknown person, 

from the house of Sunil Kumar Keshri. Therefore, Sunil Kumar Keshri filed an 

ejahar before the Behali police station on 07-06-2014. That vehicle was stolen 

during the validity of the insurance policy. In the meantime i.e. on 07-08-2014 

Keshab Tanti died and thereafter his wife Aijoni Tanti (plaintiff) lodged a claim 

under the aforesaid policy for payment of the insurance money amounting to 

Rs.3,09,000/- as the legal of Late Keshab Tanti. That since the husband of the 

plaintiff Late Keshab Tanti was the owner of the said vehicle and the said 

vehicle was also insured in his name with the defendant- Oriental Insurance 

Company Ltd.,  hence, the Insurance Company gave instruction to the plaintiff 

i.e. the wife of Late Keshab Tanti to obtain a Succession Certificate in respect 

of the said insurance amount of Rs.3,09,00/- That as per the instruction of the 
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defendant the plaintiff applied for Succession Certificate on 28-04-2015 in the 

Hon’ble Court of Addl. District and Sessions Judge, Biswanath Chariali and 

with lots of hardship and by paying huge stamp duty of Rs.14,150/- and other 

charges in the Hon’ble Court obtained a Succession Certificate of the said 

insurance amount of Rs.3,09,000/- only on 15-10-2015 vide Misc.(S/C) Case 

No.06/2015 and plaintiff submitted to the defendant and the defendant 

informed by its letter dated 10-02-2016 and 09-03-2016 to the plaintiff that 

the defendant Insurance company had repudiated the claim with no valid 

reason. That since Sunil Kumar Keshri has been regularly paying the premium 

of the said vehicle on behalf of the husband of the plaintiff Late Keshab Tanti, 

the registered owner of the said vehicle hence, the insurance amount of 

Rs.3,09,000/- became payable to the plaintiff by the defendant –Insurance 

Company under the terms of the said policy with future interest and other 

charges which the defendant Insurance Company are liable to pay under fact, 

law and equity.  Accordingly, plaintiff instituted this suit praying recovery of 

Rs.3,23,150/- along with interest @ 12% p.a. along with other reliefs.  

DEFENDANT’S CASE 

2. The defendant’s case appears to be in a nutshell is that the defendants with 

the plea of non-joinder of all legal representatives of Late Keshab Tanti denied 

the averments of plaint.  That defendant pleaded that from the copy of the 

FIR lodged to Behali PS by Sri Sunil Kumar Keshri on 07-06-2014 the 

defendant could learn that the vehicle bearing registration No. AS-12E/4506 

(Bolero Pick Up Van) was purchased by Sri Sunil Kumar Keshri on 28-07-2011 

from the registered owner Sri Keshab Tanti. In spite of purchase of the vehicle 

by Sunil Kumar Keshri the registration of the vehicle was not transferred in his 

name but he used to keep the vehicle at his residence in violation of the terms 

of the policy, and he also did not get transfer of his name as insured and so 

by hoodwinking and misleading the vehicle was kept insured in the name of 

Keshab Tanti although the vehicle was not under his control and operation by 

Sunil Kumar Keshri himself. These are clear violation of the policy conditions. 

It is further submitted that legally the vehicle purchased under the hire 

purchase agreement as stated in the para cannot be so transferred or sold 
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without payment of the entire installments due to the financier Mahaindra & 

Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. or without transfer of liability for payment. It is 

further pleaded that it is gathered that Keshab Tanti died on 07-08-2014 but 

he did not lodge any FIR regarding the theft of his vehicle No. AS-12E/4506 

(Bolero Pick Up Van) nor his wife Smt. Aijoni Tanti (the plaintiff) lodged any 

FIR in this regard. In spite of this she made claim under the policy No. 

321202/31/2014/3136 for an amount of Rs.3,09,000/- only as legal heir of 

Keshab Tanti. In respect of para no.12 of plaint the defendant pleaded that 

they did not repudiate the claim without any valid reason but by letter dated 

10-02-2016 and 09-03-2016 the claim was justifiably repudiated by those 

letters. It is submitted that in spite of sale of the vehicle by the registered 

owner on 29-06-2011 the transferee Sunil Kumar Keshri (the proforma 

defendant) who had taken charge of the vehicle surreptitiously managed to 

get the vehicle insured in the name of Keshab Tanti. As per insurance 

guideline GR 17 : - “On transfer of ownership, the liability only cover, either 

under a liability only policy or under package policy is deemed to have been 

transferred in favour of the person to whom the motor vehicle is transferred 

with effect from the date of transfer”. Moreover the vehicle is required to be 

parked and placed at the residence of the insured i.e. the registered owner. It 

is submitted that the plaintiff did not inherit any insurable interest in the 

vehicle and so the defendant do not have any liability to the plaintiff and so 

the plaintiffs claim has been repudiated by the Branch Manager of the Oriental 

Insurance Company Ltd., Tezpur Branch on the advice of the Divisional 

Manager of the Insurance Company. That defendant by his letter dated 10-02-

2016 addressed to the insured repudiated the claim as per insurance 

guidelines G.R.17 with reasons contained therein. It is further pleaded that 

the averments and allegations of the plaintiff made in the plaint are all false, 

frivolous, vexatious and unsustainable in law and the suit is liable to be 

dismissed with cost.           

3.   The proforma defendant appeared and by filing written statement admitted 

the claim of plaint by stating that the husband of the plaintiff Keshab Tanti 

purchased a vehicle from Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd.  and he 
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insured the vehicle bearing registration No. AS-12E/4506 (Bolero Pick Up) with 

the defendant Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. Tezpur Branch for the period 

from 13-03-2013 to 12-09-2014 vide policy No. 321202/31/2014/3136. That 

Keshab Tanti was an ailing person and most of the time he remained sick and 

so he was unable to use the vehicle for commercial gain and therefore he 

could not repay the instalments of the said vehicle from time to time to 

Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd, Tezpur Branch. That owing to that 

reason, the husband of the plaintiff Keshab Tanti decided to give the said 

vehicle to him (proforma defendant) so that he could use the said vehicle for 

commercial purpose and also repay the remaining installments of the said 

vehicle to Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd, Tezpur Branch. Accordingly, 

Keshab Tanti gave the said vehicle to him and executed an agreement on 29-

06-2011 and the he has been using the said vehicle for commercial purpose 

and paying the instalments of the said vehicle from time to time to Mahindra 

& Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd, Tezpur Branch. That on 06-06-2014 theft was 

committed at his residence i.e. proforma defendant at Nasbor, PO- Bedeti, 

District – Sonitpur, Assam whereupon the said vehicle was stolen by some 

unknown person. Thereafter, he filed an ejahar before the Behali PS on 07-

06-2014. That vehicle was stolen during the validity period of the insurance 

policy. That in the meantime, i.e. on 07-08-2014 Keshab Tanti died and 

thereafter his wife Aijoni Tanti ( plaintiff) lodged a claim under the policy No. 

321202/31/2014/3136 having suffered loss on 06-06-2014 to the defendant 

Oriental Insurance Company Ltd., Tezpur Branch for payment of the 

Insurance money amount to Rs.3,09,000/- only as the legal heir of Keshyab 

Tanti. That Keshab Tanti is the registered owner of the said vehicle, he never 

transferred the vehicle to him (proforma defendant). The said vehicle was 

handed over the proforma defendant for commercial purpose and to pay 

installments regularly. The defendant has falsely stated that the said vehicle 

has been transferred to the proforma defendant by way of sale. As a matter 

of fact the proforma defendant never purchased the said vehicle. That the 

plaintiff being the wife of Keshab Tanti legally entitled to claim as prayed by 

her in the plaint And entitled for decree.   
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4.  Upon perusal of the pleadings of both parties and hearing learned advocates 

of both sides, the following issues are settled: 

1. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

2. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of all legal heirs of Late 

Keshab Tanti ?  

3. Whether husband of plaintiff Late Keshab Tanti purchased a vehicle 

from Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. and he insured the 

vehicle bearing registration No.AS-12 E/4506 with the defendant 

Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. vide policy No. 

321202/31/2014/3136 dated 07-08-2014 ? 

4. Whether the plaintiff’s husband Late Keshab Tanti handed over his 

vehicle with registration No.AS-12 E/4506 to one Sunil Kumar 

Keshri on execution of an agreement dated 29-06-2011 on 

condition that he will pay the installments of that vehicle from time 

to time to Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. ? 

5. Whether vehicle No.AS-12 E/4506 stolen from the custody of Sunil 

Kumar Keshri on 06-06-2014 ? 

6. Whether the defendant is liable to pay the insured amount of 

Rs.3,09,000/- on being lost by the vehicle on 06-06-2014 to the 

plaintiff ?  

7. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get any relief, as prayed for ?  

8. To what other relief (s), if any, the plaintiff is entitled to?  

5. The plaintiff side has examined two nos. of witnesses in this suit and also 

relied upon certain documents. Per contra the defendant also adduce 

evidence of one DW. 

6.  I have gone through the evidence on record including the documents relied 

on and also heard the arguments of learned counsel of both sides.  

EVIDENCES ADDUCED BY THE PLAINTIFF   

7. The plaintiff to substantiate the pleadings adduced both oral as well as 

documentary forms of evidences. Plaintiff examined PW-1 and who submitted 

her evidence-in-chief through affidavit supporting and reproducing the entire 

contents of the plaint.  
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8. PW-1 in her cross-examination deposed that she was married to Keshab Tanti 

10 years back. They have a daughter named Monalisha. She was born on 29-

08-2011 and she is reading in class I. Her husband’s father is alive and his 

name is Kantaram Tanti. She has not impleaded her daughter Monalisha and 

father-in-law Kantaram Tanti in this suit. The house of Sunil Kr. Keshari is 

situated around 6/7 kms from their house. She doesn’t remember if on 8-7-

2011, her husband sold off the said Bolero vehicle to Sunil Kr. Keshari.  On 

07-06-2014 Sunil Kr. Keshari informed the Behali PS by filing an ejahar that he 

is using the vehicle after purchasing the white coloured Bolero pick up van No. 

AS-12 E 4506 standing in the name of Keshab Tanti on 28-07-2011. She 

knows Sunil Kr. Keshari. Ext.A is the photo copy of ejahar filed by Sunil Kr. 

Keshari. His husband Keshab Tanti was alive at the time of theft. She does not 

know if during the life time of her husband Keshab Tanti he sold of the Bolero 

Pick up vehicle, standing in his own name, on 29-06-2011 at Rs.2,33,000/- to 

Sunil Kr. Keshari as he was in need of money. Ext. B is the photocopy of the 

said agreement. She has not filed any original document in the suit and also 

did not mention that she has only filed the photocopy. She does not know any 

advocate of Biswanath Chariali named Janmoni Das. She did not send any 

notice through any advocate named Janmoni Das to Oriental Insurance 

Company Ltd. seeking compensation for vehicle insurance.  She has lodged 

the claim with the insurance company for theft of the vehicle. She does not 

remember when and on which date she has lodged the claim with the 

insurance company. Insurance of her vehicle was made at Rs.3,09,000/-. She 

doesn’t remember the date as to for which year the insurance was done. She 

can’t say it exactly but it may be of Rs.19,000/-. Her husband deposited the 

money at the time of insurance.    

9. PW-2 deposed that he has brought the record of the Succession certificate of 

Aijoni Tanti from the court of the Addl. District and Sessions Judge, Biswanath 

Chariali. Ext.1 is the case record and Ext.1(D) is the order dated 11-09-2015 

whereby Succession Certificate was granted to Aijoni Tanti. Vide order dated 

15-10-2015 in Misc.(S) case No.6/15 Succession Certificate was issued. A 

photo copy of the said Succession Certificate is kept in their office. The 
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Succession Certificate was granted for an amount of Rs.3,09,000/- payable by 

the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd vide policy No.321202/31/2014/3136. 

This Succession Certificate case No.6/15 was filed on account of the death of 

Keshab Tanti, husband of Aijoni Tant and, the policy of insurance of the 

vehicle was done with the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd, Tezpur and the 

number of that insurance policy and the name of the insurance company are 

mentioned in that order. Death certificate of husband of Aijoni Tanti is filed in 

this suit.  

10. In cross-examination, this witness deposed that it is not mentioned in her 

petition that the petitioner of the Insurance company is to give legal heir 

certificate of her deceased husband Keshab Tanti to the Insurance company. 

No such averment is there in the Ext.1(a) petition. There is mentioned in para 

5 of Ext. (a), application that “that during the custody of said vehicle with Sri 

Sunil Kr. Keshari it was stolen.     

EVIDENCES ADDUCED BY THE DEFENDANT 

11.  DW-1 submitted his examination-in-chief through affidavit reproducing the 

contentions of the written statement. DW-1 in his cross-examination deposed 

that on 22-10-2018 he joined as Branch In-charge of Oriental Insurance 

Company Ltd. at Tezpur. Bolero pick up van was purchase in the name of 

Keshab Tanti, husband of plaintiff Aijoni Tanti and the vehicle was insured 

with the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. He has filed his affidavit after going 

through it. Oriental insurance company has collaboration with Mahindra and 

Mahindra Company. On 06-06-2014 they came to know about theft of vehicle 

standing in the name of plaintiff’s husband. He knows that police was 

informed on the next day in this regard.  He doesn’t remember the policy 

number. On 07-08-2014 the plaintiff’s husband died of certain disease. Said 

policy was a package policy, in package policy compensation is paid based on 

theft, accidental case and act of God. Said incident happened when the policy 

was in force. He does not know about the transfer of the registered ownership 

of the vehicle as the vehicle was under finance. At the time i.e. on 07-08-2014 

plaintiff’s husband i.e. the owner of the vehicle died, they informed the 

insurance company. The vehicle from its purchase till its theft was covered 
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under the policy of their company. This vehicle was purchased for commercial 

purpose. Ext.B deed is prepared in Rs.5/- stamp and it was not notarized. Said 

Ext.B is a photocopy. He has not brought the original of Ext.B with him today 

in the court. He doesn’t know when and by whom this deed was executed. 

After the death of Keshab Tanti on 07-08-2014 as the plaintiff was asked by 

the insurance company to submit the succession certificate of husband, she 

submitted the said certificate to the insurance company. Ext.5 is the 

repudiation letter dated 10-02-2016 given by the insurance company and in 

the contents, the issue of transfer is also mentioned. If any vehicle is under 

finance, ownership is not transferred. He has not seen the original of Ext.B. 

He cannot say who put the signature. They have received the annual premium 

of Rs.19,333/- from Keshab Tanti.  

DISCUSSION, DECISSION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

12. Issue No.1:CAUSE OF ACTION 

 Issue no-1 of this relates to the cause of action. In the legal system, a 

“cause of action” is a set of facts or legal theory that gives an 

individual or entity the right to seek a legal remedy against another. 

This applies to the filing of a civil lawsuit for such wrongs as property 

damages, personal injury, or monetary loss, as well as to criminal 

wrongs such as battery, theft, or kidnapping. A cause of action may 

come from an act or failure to act, breach of duty, or a violation of 

rights, and the facts or circumstances of each specific case often have 

a significant effect on the case.  

 In other words Cause of Action of a law suit defined as bundle of facts 

affirmed by one party and denied by the other side. Assertion of 

certain facts and denial from the other side, gives rise of a bonafide 

dispute between the parties and said dispute considered to be cause of 

action for a law suit. 

 The plaintiff Smt. Aijoni Tanti brought the instant law-suit against the 

defendant Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. for recovery of 

Rs.3,23,150/- contending that her husband named Keshab Tanti 

purchased a vehicle from Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. and 
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insured the vehicle vide No. AS-12 E/4506 (Bolero Pickup) with the 

Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. for the period from 13-09-2013 to 12-09-

2014 vide policy No.321202/31/2014/3136. It is further alleged by the 

plaintiff that her husband due to ailment failed to repay the 

installments of said vehicle and accordingly handed over the vehicle to 

one Sunil Kr. Keshari for running the vehicle and also to repay the 

installments and accordingly, an agreement dated 29-06-2011 was 

executed between her husband and said Sunil Kr. Keshari. That on 06-

06-2014 the vehicle was stolen from the residence of said Sunil Kr. 

Keshari and ejahar was lodged on 07-06-2014 before the Behali Policfe 

Station. That meanwhile her husband died on 07-08-2014 and 

accordingly plaintiff filed claimed under policy 

No.321202/31/2014/3136 having suffered as loss on 06-06-2014 for 

payment of insurance amount of Rs.3,09,000/- as legal heir of Keshab 

Tanti. Accordingly, as per the instruction of the defendant, she 

obtained Succession Certificate of Rs.3,09,000/- from Hon’ble Court of 

Additional District Judge, Biswanath Chariali and subsequently, the 

defendant declined to pay the insured amount to the plaintiff without 

any reason.  

 Per contra, the defendant contested the suit by filing written statement 

contending that the vehicle was illegally transferred on 28-07-2011 to 

proforma defendant Sunil Kr. Keshari without informing the financer 

and also without informing the defendant suppressing the fact. As 

such, defendant prayed to dismiss the suit with cost contending that 

as per insurance guideline G.R.17 – “ On transfer of ownership, the 

liability only cover, either under a liability only policy or under package 

is deemed to have been transferred in faovur of the person to whom 

the motor vehicle is transferred with effect from the date of transfer”.  

  From the pleadings on record, it disclosed before this court that the 

plaintiff has asserted certain specific pleadings against the defendant 

and defendant denied her assertions by setting forth certain specific 

pleadings.  The assertion from the part of the plaintiff and denial from 
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the defendants gives rise of a bonafide dispute between the parties 

and that requires a proper adjudication.  

 Under the above said discussion, this court finds that instant suit has 

cause of action. Accordingly, the issue no-1 is answered in affirmative 

and in favour of the plaintiff side.  

13. ISSUE NO-2:- Issue Nos.2 relates to the fact as to whether the suit is bad 

for non-joinder of all the legal heirs of Late Keshab Tanti. The defendants in 

their written statement categorically pleaded that suit is bad for non-joinder of 

all the legal heirs of Late Keshab Tanti.  

14. In the Code, Order 1 deals with parties to a suit. Inter alia, it provides for 

joinder of defendants, and plaintiffs. The plaintiff can implead defendants to a 

suit. Non-joinder means an omission to join some person as a party to a suit, 

whether as plaintiff or as defendant who ought to have been joined according 

to the law. Non-joinder of parties refers to a situation in which those parties 

whose presence is essential and in whose absence no effective decree can be 

passed by the court have not been impleaded. They are those parties who 

should have been joined under Order 1, Rule 10 (2) of the Code. In contrast, 

presence of proper parties is needed only for the court's convenience in 

deciding the dispute. The court shall in their presence only be able to decide 

the dispute completely and effectively. 

15. A `necessary party' is a person who ought to have been joined as a party 

and in whose absence no effective decree could be passed at all by the Court. 

If a `necessary party' is not impleaded, the suit itself is liable to be 

dismissed. A `proper party' is a party who, though not a necessary party, is 

a person whose presence would enable the court to completely, effectively 

and adequately adjudicate upon all matters in disputes in the suit, though he 

need not be a person in favour of or against whom the decree is to be made. 

If a person is not found to be a proper or necessary party, the court has no 

jurisdiction to implead him, against the wishes of the plaintiff. The fact that a 

person is likely to secure a right/interest in a suit property, after the suit is 

decided against the plaintiff, will not make such person a necessary party or 

a proper party to the suit for specific performance. 
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16. Now, coming to the evidence of PW-1, it disclosed that PW-1 during her cross-

examination admitted that they have a daughter named Monalisha and he 

was born on 29-08-2011 who is reading in class I. She further deposed that 

her husband’s father is alive and his name is Kantaram Tanti. She also 

deposed that she has not impleaded her daughter Monalisha and father-in-law 

Kantaram Tanti in this suit. PW-2 one official witness exhibited the Succession 

Certificate granted in favour of the plaintiff and other legal heirs and that 

disclosed that name of (i) Mrs. Aijoni Tanti (wife), (ii) Sri Kantaram Tanti 

(father), (iii) Smt. Anjali Tanti (mother) and (iv) Miss Monalishya Tanti 

(daughter). It is seen that all of them were not made parties to the suit and 

due to non-impleadment those persons into the suit, the suit of the plaintiff 

appears to be non-joinder as in the event of passing decree in suit only in 

favour of the plaintiff, the vested interest of the other legal heirs are going to 

be affected. As such, plaintiff’s suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties. 

Accordingly, Issue No.2 is answered in negative and against the plaintiff.     

17. ISSUE NO-3:- Issue Nos.3 relates to whether husband of plaintiff Late 

Keshab Tanti purchased a vehicle from Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. 

and he insured the vehicle bearing registration No.AS-12 E/4506 with the 

defendant Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. vide policy No. 

321202/31/2014/3136 dated 07-08-2014 ? If we go by the pleadings on 

record that disclosed from the plaint as well as written statement of defendant 

then it categorically disclosed from para No.13 to 16 of the written statement 

that defendant admitted plaintiff’s husband Keshab Tanti was the original 

owner of registered vehicle No. AS-12 E/4506 (Bolero Pickup) and said vehicle 

was insured under policy No. 321202/31/2014/3136 amounting to 

Rs.3,09,000/-. Hence, from the admission part of the defendant’s side it 

established and proved that husband of plaintiff Late Keshab Tanti purchased 

a vehicle from Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. and he insured the 

vehicle bearing registration No.AS-12 E/4506 with the defendant Oriental 

Insurance Company Ltd. vide policy No. 321202/31/2014/3136 dated 07-08-

2014. It is settled proposition of law that admitted facts need no further proof 

in view of section 58 of Indian Evidence Act. Hence, this court finds that Issue 
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No.3 stands proved in favour of the plaintiff. Accordingly, issue No.3 is 

answered in affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff.      

18. ISSUE NO-4:- Whether the plaintiff’s husband Late Keshab Tanti handed 

over his vehicle with registration No.AS-12 E/4506 to one Sunil Kumar Keshri 

on execution of an agreement dated 29-06-2011 on condition that he will pay 

the installments of that vehicle from time to time to Mahindra & Mahindra 

Finance Co. Ltd. ? In respect of Issue No.4, on careful perusal of pleadings on 

record, it disclosed before this court that plaintiff in her plaint categorically 

pleaded that her husband due to his ailment, handed over his vehicle vide 

No.AS-12 E/4506 to one Sunil Kumar Keshri (proforma defendant) on 

execution of an agreement dated 29-06-2011 on condition that he will pay the 

installments of that vehicle from time to time to Mahindra & Mahindra Finance 

Co. Ltd. The facts asserted by the plaintiff has to establish by the plaintiff side 

by adducing cogent and trustworthy evidence in view of section 101 of Indian 

Evidence Act. Per contra, defendant in his written statement categorically 

pleaded that Late Keshab Tanti made illegal transfer of vehicle on 28-07-2011 

to proforma defendant Sunil Kumar Keshri without informing the financer and 

without informing the defendant. Now, question is whether the husband of 

plaintiff Keshab Tani handed over his vehicle to proforma defendant on 

execution of an agreement dated 29-06-2011 with conditions that proforma 

defendant shall pay the installments. Proforma defendant in this case by filing 

written statement supported the version of the plaintiff stating that on 29-06-

2011 there was an agreement between proforma defendant and plaintiff’s 

husband for using the vehicle and for payment of installments of the vehicle 

as the plaintiff’s husband due to illness could not use the vehicle for 

commercial purpose. Hence, it is seen that proforma defendant Sunil Kumar 

Keshri has supported the plaintiff’s contention by submitting written statement 

before the court. In this case in hand, the plaintiff has submitted her 

evidence-in-chief and exhibited certain documents to be Ext.1 to Ext.9, but on 

perusal of the entire case record no such documents found enclosed with the 

case record. My predecessor-in-office vide its order dated 27-11-2017 asked 

the defendant to produce following documents :  
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(i) Insurance policy issued by the defendant to the 

plaintiff ;  

(ii) Registration certificate of the vehicle bearing 

registration No.AS-12 E-4506 ;  

(iii) The FIR regarding theft of vehicle ; 

(iv) Death certificate of Late Keshab Tanti ;  

(v) Succession Certificate issued by Biswanath Chariali 

Court ;  

(vi) Letter of repudiation of the defendant dated 10-02-

2016 ;  

(vii) Letter of repudiation of the defendant dated 09-03-

2016 ;  

(viii)  Agreement of sale  ;  

(ix) Certificate of fitness of the vehicle.        

19. But the defendant failed to submit those documents and consequently on 04-

01-2018 plaintiff was permitted to lead secondary evidence. Thereafter, on 

26-08-2019 this court observed that although plaintiff submitted certain 

documents to be exhibited in her evidence-in-chief but at the time of filing the 

affidavit those documents were within the custody of the insurance company. 

Hence, it is seen that practically no documents were exhibited before the 

court although it is shown to be exhibited.  

20. Plaintiff side examined as many as two witnesses out of which plaintiff is 

Aijoni Tanti and another one official witness Bikash Bora and due to oversight 

the Advocate Commissioner recorded the evidence of both the witnesses as 

PW-1. PW-1 Aijoni Tanti in her evidence-in-chief categorically supported the 

averments of the plaint and during her cross-examination she testified before 

this court that her husband failed to pay the installments of the vehicle and 

handed over the vehicle to Sunil Kumar Keshri to run the same. She further 

deposed that she does not know Sunil Kumar Keshri. On 28-07-2011 her 

husband sold the Bolero vehicle. Ext.1 is the ejahar lodged by Sunil Kumar 

Keshri and he stated in his ejahar on 07-06-2014 before Behali PS that vehicle 

No.AS-12 E/4506 stood in the name of Keshab Tanti, on 28-07-2011 
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purchased by him and using the same. She further testified that when the 

vehicle was stolen her husband Keshab Tanti was alive. She does not know 

whether her husband sold the vehicle No.AS-12 E/4506 at Rs.2,330,000, on 

29-06-2011. Ext. B is the photo copy of that agreement. The defendant side 

during the cross-examination exhibited two photo copies of documents out of 

which Ext.A appears to be the ejahar and Ext.B appears to be photo copy of 

agreement. Both the documents are photo copies and before tendering those 

documents the defendant failed to seek any permission from the court or 

further failed to comply the settled provisions of sections 65 (a)(b)(c). Hence, 

this court cannot put its reliance upon those documents. On careful perusal of 

cross-examination part of PW-1, this court finds that PW-1 does not have any 

knowledge about sale or purchase of vehicle No.AS-12 E/4506 between her 

husband and Sunil Kumar Keshri. She supported and corroborated that when 

the vehicle stolen, her husband was alive. One official witness from the 

plaintiff side examined in this case as Bikash Bora and he exhibited the record 

pertaining to Succession certificate granted in favour of plaintiff and he in his 

evidence categorically deposed that he has brought the record of the 

Succession certificate of Aijoni Tanti from the court of the Addl. District and 

Sessions Judge, Biswanath Chariali. Ext.1 is the case record and Ext.1(D) is 

the order dated 11-09-2015 whereby Succession Certificate was granted to 

Aijoni Tanti. Vide order dated 15-10-2015 in Misc.(S) case No.6/15 Succession 

Certificate was issued. A photo copy of the said Succession Certificate is kept 

in their office. The Succession Certificate was granted for an amount of 

Rs.3,09,000/- payable by the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd vide policy 

No.321202/31/2014/3136. This Succession Certificate case No.6/15 was filed 

on account of the death of Keshab Tanti, husband of Aijoni Tant and, the 

policy of insurance of the vehicle was done with the Oriental Insurance 

Company Ltd, Tezpur and the number of that insurance policy and the name 

of the insurance company are mentioned in that order. Death certificate of 

husband of Aijoni Tanti is filed in this suit.  

21. Hence from the evidence of PW-1 and PW-2 it has become crystal clear that 

defendant side during the cross-examination of both the witnesses failed to 
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dismantle their oral testimonies by way of bringing out any sort of material 

contradictions. The plaintiff Ainoni Tanti categorically supported and 

corroborated the fact that her husband Keshab Tanti was the owner of Bolero 

pick up vehicle vide No. AS-12 E/4506 and due to his illness her husband 

handed over the vehicle to Sunil Kumar Keshri for running the vehicle and 

paying the installments. Subsequently, the vehicle stolen away from the 

custody of said Sunil Kumar Keshri and one ejahar was lodged and 

consequent to that, due to death of her husband she approached the 

insurance company i.e. the defendant and submitted all the documents 

including the Succession Certificate on obtaining the same from Hon’ble 

District Judge, Biswanath Chariali. PW-2 have categorically submitted and 

proved the Successions Certificate and other relevant documents.  

22. Now, coming to the evidence presented by DW-1, it disclosed before this 

court that DW-1 Subrata Kumar Das, Assistant Manager of Oriental Insurance 

Company Ltd. categorically supported and corroborated the entire factual 

matrix of plaintiff’s case by way of stating in his cross-examination that 

plaintiff’s husband Keshab Tanti purchased the Bolero pickup vehicle and 

Oriental Insurance Company was the insurer of that vehicle. He further 

testified that Oriental Insurance Company is related with Mahindra & Mahindra 

Finance Ltd. and on 06-06-2014 the vehicle stands in the name of plaintiff’s 

husband when the same stolen away and he knows such facts. He further 

knows that on next day same was informed to police station. He forgot the 

policy number. On 07-08-2014 husband of plaintiff died due to ailment. The 

said policy was a package policy and due to stolen, accidental case and act of 

god, compensation used to be provided. He clarified in his cross-examination 

that said incident of theft occurred in existence of that offer of the policy. He 

does not know whether the vehicle under finance, its registered owner can be 

transferred or not. He further deposed in cross-examination that said policy 

was in existence with the Company from the date of purchase to till date of 

theft. He further deposed that Ext.B is one Rs.5/- stamp paper same is not 

notarized. Ext. B is photo copy and he did not bring the original of Ext.B 

document. He further deposed that on 07-08-2014 as Keshab Tanti died, 
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insurance company asked the plaintiff to submit Succession Certificate and 

accordingly she deposited the Succession Certificate.  

23. If we go by the cross-examination of DW-1 who is the Assistant Manager of 

defendant-company then it has become crystal clear that DW-1 has supported 

and corroborated the entire factual matrix of plaintiff’s case and from his 

evidence one thing categorically established and proved that till death of 

Keshab Tanti the policy was in existence in the name of Keshab Tanti and he 

further admitted that the said vehicle was stolen and same was informed to 

the police station. He further proved that after the death of plaintiff’s 

husband, plaintiff was asked to submit Succession Certificate and accordingly 

she submitted Succession Certificate. The plea put forwarded by the 

defendant regarding sale and transfer of the said vehicle by plaintiff’s husband 

to Sunil Kumar Keshri not appears to be proved from the evidence of DW-1. 

The defendant side by exhibiting Ext.B document attempted to prove one fact 

that the said vehicle was sold by Keshab Tanti to Sunil Kumar Keshri. Ext. B 

appears to be the photostate copy and defendant side failed to submit its 

original and no further leave was obtained by the defendant during the time 

of exhibiting the document. The defendant side failed to adduce any 

documentary evidence to prove that Keshab Tanti actually transferred the 

ownership of vehicle to Sunil Kumar Keshri. The defendant side failed to 

comply the provisions of Section 65 (a) to 65 (c) and accordingly, Ext.B 

document not appears to be admissible in evidence. Hence, it is seen that 

defendant side failed to prove the fact illegal transfer of the alleged vehicle by 

plaintiff’s husband to Sunil Kumar Keshri. From the evidence adduced by DW-

1 rather entire case of the plaintiff appears to be proved and established. The 

oral testimonies adduced by both the plaintiff witnesses including the DW-1 in 

his cross-examination firmly proved and established that the plaintiff’s 

husband Late Keshab Tanti handed over his vehicle with registration No.AS-12 

E/4506 to one Sunil Kumar Keshri on execution of an agreement dated 29-06-

2011 on condition that he will pay the installments of that vehicle from time to 

time to Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. Accordingly, Issue No.4 

answered in affirmative in favour of plaintiff.  
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24. ISSUE NO- 5:- Whether vehicle No.AS-12 E/4506 stolen from the custody of 

Sunil Kumar Keshri on 06-06-2014 ? From the oral testimonies of PW-1, PW-2 

and DW-1 it has become crystal clear before this court that vehicle No. AS-12 

E/4506 stolen from the custody of Sunil Kumar Keshri on 06-06-2014. DW-1 in 

his cross-examination also supported and corroborated such facts by stating 

that on 06-06-2014 the vehicle stand in the name of plaintiff’s husband stolen 

away and on next day same was informed to police station. He further 

affirmed that on 07-08-2011 plaintiff’s husband died due to his ailment. 

Hence, from the oral testimonies of DW-1 it stands proved that on 06-06-2014 

the vehicle belongs to the plaintiff’s husband stolen away and no further proof 

is required as DW-1 being the Assistant Manager of Oriental Insurance 

Company affirmed and confirmed such fact during his cross-examination.  

Accordingly, issue No.5 is answered in affirmative and in favour of the 

plaintiff. 

25. ISSUE NO- 6:- Whether the defendant is liable to pay the insured amount of 

Rs.3,09,000/- on being lost by the vehicle on 06-06-2014 to the plaintiff ?  In 

the light of discussions and decisions Issue Nos.3,4 and 5 this court finds that 

original owner of vehicle No. AS-12 E/4506 was Keshab Tanti who was the 

husband of the plaintiff and said Keshab Tanti handed over the vehicle to 

proforma defendant for running and paying the installments of the vehicle to 

Mahindra & Mahindra Finance Co. Ltd. It further proved that on 06-06-2014 

the said vehicle was stolen from the custody of Sunil Kumar Keshri. Therefore, 

the plaintiff approached the defendant to pay the insured amount of 

Rs.3,09,000/- on being lost on 06-06-2014. The DW-1 in his cross-

examination supported version of the plaintiff by clarifying the fact that 

plaintiff’s husband Keshab Tanti was the owner of the vehicle and said vehicle 

was insured under Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. and he further testified 

that when the vehicle stolen on 06-06-2014 same was stands in the name of 

plaintiff’s husband. He further testified that on 07-08-2014 husband of the 

plaintiff died due to ailment and said policy was package policy for stolen 

away, accidental case and act of god compensation, used to provided. He 

further supported the entire version of plaintiff’s story by stating that at the 
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time of existence of said policy vehicle was stolen away. He further supported 

the version of plaintiff by stating that till the date of purchase till the date of 

stolen, policy was registered in their company. He further testified that on 07-

08-2014 Keshab Tanti died and consequently the insurance company asked 

the plaintiff to submit Succession Certificate and plaintiff submitted the 

Succession Certificate accordingly. The evidence of DW-1 categorically 

established and proved that during the existence of policy in the name of 

Keshab Tanti said vehicle was stolen away and plaintiff after the death of her 

husband approached the defendant and as per the instruction of defendant 

she submitted Succession certificate, the policy was standing in the name of 

plaintiff’s husband till the date of purchase to till the date of stolen away. All 

the aforesaid facts testified by DW-1 who is the Assistant Manager of Oriental 

Insurance Company Ltd. establishes and proves the entire version of plaintiff’s 

case. Per contra, the defendant side failed to adduce any trustworthy and 

cogent evidence to prove the fact that plaintiff’s husband Keshab Tanti 

suppressing the facts illegally transferred the vehicle to Sunil Kumar Keshri.  

26. Therefore, in the light of aforesaid discussion, this court is of considered 

opinion that in absence of documentary forms of evidences, the oral version 

adduced by PW-1, PW-2 and DW-1 makes the entire case of the plaintiff free 

from all sorts of reasonable doubt.  

27. In the light of all the aforesaid discussions, this court finds that plaintiff is 

entitled to get a decree of recovery of Rs.3,09,000/- from the defendant 

subject to providing the shares to the other legal heirs of Late Keshab Tanti as 

per the Succession Certificate obtained by the plaintiff from Hon’ble Addl. 

District Judge, Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur.  

28. In the light of discussions and decisions of Issue No.2, it disclosed before this 

court that plaintiff’s suit is bad for non-joinder of other legal heirs of Late 

Keshab Tanti. As per Order 1, Rule 9 of the Code of Civil Procedure lays down 

that no suit shall defeated by reason of the misjoinder or non-joinder of 

parties, and the court may in every suit deal with the matters of controversy 

so far as the regards the rights and interests of the parties actually before it. 

The only exception provided to this rule is furnished by the general rule that a 
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court will refrain from passing a decree which would be ineffective and 

infructuous. The two principals have been incorporated under the Code of Civil 

Procedure rightly in order to provide justice and protect the rights of the 

individuals. 

29.  Hence, applying the settled provisions of law, the suit of the plaintiff is not 

liable to be dismissed due to non-joinder of other legal heirs of Late Keshab 

Tanti. Accordingly, Issue No.6 is answered in affirmative and in favour of the 

plaintiff.  

30. Issue Nos. 7 and 8 : Both the issues are relates to relief and that is why both 

the issues are taken together for discussion and decisions. In the light of 

discussions and decision of all the foregoing issues, this court finds that the 

plaintiff is entitled to get recovery of Rs.3,23,150/- from the defendant with 

cost of the suit. The plaintiff further entitled to get decree of recovery of 

interest @6% p.a. from the date of passing of the decree till its realization. 

Accordingly, both the issues are answered in affirmative and in favour of the 

plaintiff.   

O R D E R 

31. In the result, the plaintiff’s suit is decreed with cost passing the following 

reliefs : 

(i) Plaintiff is entitled to get the decree of Rs.3,09,000/- with interest ;  

(ii) Defendant is directed to realize Rs.3,09,000/- to the plaintiff within 

three months from the date of passing the decree ;  

(iii) Plaintiff is directed to provide equal shares as per the Succession 

Certificate obtained by her to all the legal heirs of Late Keshab 

Tanti ;   

(iv) Plaintiff entitled to get 6% interest p.a. on the aforesaid amount 

from the date of decree to till its realization ;  

(v) If the defendant fails to realize the amount within three months 

then plaintiff sets at liberty to recover the same by sale and 

attachment of immovable properties belongs to defendant.  

(vi) The plaintiff further entitled to get cost of the entire proceeding.   
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32. Prepare a decree accordingly. Given under my hand and seal of this court on 

this 30th day of September’ 2019. 

 

 

      CIVIL JUDGE, SONITPUR 

 

 

APPENDIX 

 

 

1. Plaintiff’s witnesses:- PW-1 Smt. Aijoni Tanti 

PW-  Sri Bikash Borah – official witness 

2. Plaintiff’s exhibits    :-  

 

1) Ext.1 is the case record 

2) Ext.1(D) is the order dated 11-09-2015  

3) Ext.1 (a) is the petition 

 

3. Defendant’s witnesses:-DW-1 Sri Subrata Kumar Das 

4. Defendant’s exhibits    :-  

Ext.A  : the photo copy of ejahar 

Ext.B  : deed in Rs.5/- stamp 

Ext.5 : repudiation letter 

 

 

CIVIL JUDGE, SONITPUR 

 

 


